SAN FRANCISCO
URBAN DESIGN GUIDELINES

Planning Commission Adoption Hearing 22 March 2018

How does design review work now?

Existing Design Guidelines
Urban Design Policy
Residential Design
Guidelines
Other Existing
Guidelines
PDR, M, P zoning or
no jurisdiction

Design guidance
is primarily
based on staff
interpretations of
the General Plan.

The Residential Design
Guidelines (RDGs)
are effective in the
Residential Districts:
»» Designers start with
them
»» Planners know
expectations
»» Neighbors use them to
support concerns

We do not have
this clarity for
most of the
Neighborhood
Commercial,
Mixed-Use, or
Commercial areas
in the city.

The Residential
Design Guidelines
do not cover
storefronts or
block patterns.

What about Historic Districts?
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TOPICS
General Principles
Contextual compatibility
Sustainability
Human needs
Site Design
Front and side setbacks
Rear yard open space
Public views
Special locations
Extend street patterns
Maintain street wall
Building Scale and Form
Buildings conform to topography
Scale, form, and massing at street
Scale and massing at rear
Façade width
Proportions
Façade compostion
Rooflines
Architectural Features
Entrances
Porches
Utilities
Bays projections and balconies
Garage parking and access
Roof top architectural features
Active building front
Ground floor commercial transparency
Details
Architectural details
Windows, scale and proportion
Exposed building walls
Materials and detailing
Public Realm and Open Space
Connected and accessible
Visibility and comfort
Neighborhood identity
Support pedestrians and bicyclists
Social activity, play and rest
street scape
Sustainability
Respect natural systems and features
Employ sustainable building
Historic Buildings
Preserve historic character

S2
S2
S4
S3
S1
S5

Matrix Comparing Content of
Urban Design Guidelines,
Residential Design Guidelines,
Special Area Guidelines,
Industrial Area Design Guidelines and
Historic Design Guidelines

S8
A3
S2
A2
A3
A2/A3
A5
A8
A7
A6
S6
A4
A8
A8
A6/A7
A3
A4
A3
P1
P2
P3
P4/P5
P6
P5
S8
A9

3
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During the recent wave of applications,
the Commission asked the Planning
Department to develop guidelines for design.

rg-architecture
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This was to help the design review process
be more consistent and effective.

The Department studied
the General Plan,
the Urban Design Element, and
the 30+ sets of existing guidelines.

Key values from this assessment:
Neighborhood compatibility and
Human-centered design

Guidelines from General Plan

Guidelines from Existing Guidelines

Outreach and Working Group
Staff worked with identified neighborhood groups, design and
development professionals, agency staff, and Commissioners.

Staff broadened outreach to the public
with meetings and workshops to address
applicability, process, and content.

Presenting the
Urban Design Guidelines for adoption

SAN FRANCISCO
URBAN DESIGN GUIDELINES

Content

Site Design

Architecture

Public Realm

Site Design
Match streets,
open space, and
massing
Highlight unique
patterns
Keep natural
features, like
topography
Maintain a
consistent street
wall

Architecture
Have a design
intention
Respond to
neighborhood
form & materials
Relate to nearby
heights & widths
Use similar
window sizes and
shapes

Architecture
Provide a facade
with texture and
human-scale
Design the top to
stop thoughtfully
at the sky
Design the base to
connect to people
at the ground

Public Realm
Connect to
existing public
spaces
Support public
transportation
Foster walking,
play, and rest
Express
neighborhood
uniqueness

Special Area Guidelines
Underway for North Beach, Polk / Pacific
Avenues, Calle 24, and Japantown
The resolution confirms the commitment to
this program of guidelines.

Applicability
Urban Design Guidelines
Commercial, Mixed Use,
Neighborhood Commercial
zoning
Residential Design
Guidelines
RH-, RM-, RTO zoning
PDR, M, P zoning or
no jurisdiction

Applicability

Not including Historic Districts
Urban Design Guidelines
Commercial, Mixed Use,
Neighborhood Commerical
zoning
Residential Design
Guidelines
RH-, RM-, RTO zoning
PDR, M, P zoning or
no jurisdiction

Applicability

Not including Historic Districts and delayed applicability in
Columbus, Broadway, Polk and Pacific NC Districts
Urban Design Guidelines
Commercial, Mixed Use,
Neighborhood Commerical
zoning
Residential Design
Guidelines
RH-, RM-, RTO zoning
PDR, M, P zoning or
no jurisdiction

Applicability

Historic
Guidelines

Outside of
RH-, RM-,
RTO-, M-, and
PDR- Districts

Areas with
Special
Area Design
Guidelines

Areas with
Other
Existing
Guidelines1

R-District
Larger
Projects 2

IF IN A HISTORIC
DISTRICT

IF IN A HISTORIC
DISTRICT

IF IN A HISTORIC
DISTRICT

IF IN A HISTORIC
DISTRICT

Historic
Districts

Residential
Design
Guidelines
Other
Neighborhood
Guidelines1

AS APPLICABLE

Special
Area Design
Guidelines
Urban
Design
Guidelines

IF DEVELOPED FOR
THAT AREA

IF UDGS APPLY

IF UDGS APPLY

IF UDGS APPLY

1 - Applicable Guidelines are those formally adopted, identified for specific areas
2 - Applies to non-residential projects, or to projects that have either twenty-five units or more or a frontage longer than 150’ feet. This provision will sunset
once a revision to the Residential Design Guidelines is adopted.

Applicability

Not including Historic Districts

Outside of
RH-, RM-,
RTO-, M-, and
PDR- Districts

Areas with
Special
Area Design
Guidelines

Areas with
Other
Existing
Guidelines1

R-District
Larger
Projects 2

Residential
Design
Guidelines
Other
Neighborhood
Guidelines1

AS APPLICABLE

Special
Area Design
Guidelines
Urban
Design
Guidelines

IF DEVELOPED FOR
THAT AREA

IF UDGS APPLY

IF UDGS APPLY

1 - Applicable Guidelines are those formally adopted, identified for specific areas
2 - Applies to non-residential projects, or to projects that have either twenty-five units or more or a frontage longer than 150’ feet.
This provision will sunset once a revision to the Residential Design Guidelines is adopted.

Public Comment
Conversations have clarified that:
»» The UDGs do not ask for projects to be
designed in the same way across the city.
»» They do not change zoning, height, the
General Plan nor any of the existing
guidelines.

Public Comment
Conversations have resulted in:
»» adding matching lightwells, side setbacks
»» adding reduction in rear glazing and lighting
»» adding more NC District examples
»» modified applicability of UDGs in R zoning
»» removing the waiver provision
»» Special Area Guidelines

Public Comment Documentation
Urban Design Guidelines Outreach Consolidation 14 March 2018
Event/N'hood
Group/Individual

Topic / Information

Middle Polk
Middle Polk

Middle Polk

Overview

What are the guidelines?

Comment

Response

Overview

In 10 words, what is design review?

Overview

What is Planning's responsibility and what is the design review process?

Design review is an iterative process to regulate design so that projects respond to neighborhood scales and
patterns in the most effective and highest quality possible.
The Planning Department doesn’t design buildings, rather regulates design. Typically the city process is to review
and refine projects to get them to a place that is compatible and consistent with citywide goals and aspirations.
Those goals and aspirations include compatibility with the neighborhood scale, defining general qualities of a
place, and providing feedback that is timeless in a set of core principles.

Middle Polk

Overview

What do other cities do for design review?

Jim Billings

Overview

Will this make the whole city look the same?

Jim Billings

Overview

How does this affect height, bulk, and density?

Anastasia Yovanopoulos,
Noe Valley

Overview

Clarify introduction. Explain more about why the guidelines have been devised, what they are, and how to use
them, who will be served, where they apply, what benefit they are to users, what purpose they potentially serve to
communities, neighborhoods, districts. Maps to direct.

Telegraph Hill Dwellers

Overview

Is the intent that the UDGs are prescriptive or aspirational?

Eureka Valley

Overview

Compilation of design principles and standards from 30+ different documents including area plan guidelines,
general plan principles, and urban design element guidelines. They are the core truths that apply to large scale
buildings across the city.
Portland has 12 staff dedicated. Seattle design review happens in the field with physical walks to sites with
neighborhood groups. NYC and Chicago's design review is not substantial.
The intent of the guidelines is not to create a homogenous character throughout San Francisco, but instead to allow
for flexibility while complying with the overall urban design principles for the city. Several of the guidelines ask that
the proposed project responds to the unique neighborhood character of its site. First and foremost the urban
design guidelines ask a project to respect the context of the neighborhood. For example, guidelines S7 (Recognize
and Enhance Local Variations), A4 (Harmonize Building Designs with Neighboring Scale and Materials), and P3
(Express Neighborhood Character in Open Space Designs), share the same goal for the project to reflect the
individuality and interesting architectural aspects of adjacent buildings and neighborhood character.
The Urban Design Guidelines do not change height, bulk, or density requirements. These regulations are a
separate matter from the guidelines. Guideline S2 “Harmonize Relationships between Buildings, Streets, and Open
Spaces” is an example of a guideline that asks a project to consider its adjacent buildings scale, massing, and
proportions.
The Introduction contains: a background on the document and why it is needed, brief text on our overall policy
goals (sustainability, quality of life, culture of San Francisco), a background on the origin of the guidelines,
applicability, procedures and how they are related to the Planning Code, who will be using them and the design
review process, and the structure of the guidelines. Maps for applicability are also available on our webpage.

Matrix of All Public Comment and
Department Responses

Compliance with the UDGS will be mandatory, but the means of compliance will not be mandatory. Each of the 23
guidelines includes a rationale and a series of potential means for achieving the guideline, but the document cannot
be exhaustive to cover every potential way of meeting the guideline.
The handout does not address the “living spirit of the city.” Does the document envision the city of the future
The opening of the document describes the Built Environment Values for the city, which include valuing the specific
without regard to the city of the past? “Humans” start from how it feels while “professionals” start with the buildings. context and variations that distinguish one place from another. A number of guidelines address these ideas,
including S7: Recognize and enhance local variations; A4: Harmonize building designs with neighboring scale and
materials; and P3: Express neighborhood character in open space designs.

Eureka Valley

Overview

In the world, there are no standards for aesthetics.

Ocean Avenue
Victorian Alliance
CCN

Overview
Overview
Overview

Overall supportive
Overall supportive
Introduction text to add: Designing Urban Landscapes with Children, Youth and Families in Mind: The size of a
child’s unofficial realm (ex. nature, backyards, and marginal landscapes) has diminished over the years due to
many factors. Currently the majority of places to connect and play in a natural setting are official areas (ex. parks
and schoolyards) which are often primarily constructed of human made materials. There is now a global movement
in cities to reframe childhood and nature, to create new types of places where children can enjoy nature play and
connection. Viewed as a genetically driven process of learning about self and surroundings across the millennia of
human history, such experiences can be considered a childhood right. Natural settings for children, youth and
families that previous generations took for granted must now be deliberately created in urban environments.

CCN
Chinatown Community
Development Center
Russian Hill Community
Association

Overview
Overview

Additions to the glossary including: Nature play and learning places; Ecosystem thinking; Beneficial risk.
Too prescriptive/one-size-fits-all. The idea of "visual richness" or "compositional clarity" should be open to broader
interpretation.
Primacy of context and neighborhood character. With the pressure of in-fill housing and expansion of postearthquake residences, the impact of these proposed projects requires consideration of the surrounding
residences. When a residence is raised a story or two, the impact on an adjacent residence’s light well must be
considered. And although neighboring residences may be non-complying/non-conforming – because they were
built in 1906 or 1908 or 1914 – the impact of balconies of a proposed project on the residences to the rear must be
considered. In our neighborhood, 60 Russell Street is the poster-child for lack of consideration of context.

Russian Hill Community
Association

Overview

Primacy of transparency and integrity. We appreciate that you have listened to various neighbors and
Noted.
neighborhood organizations over the review process of the UDG. What is critical is knowing that you have heard us.
The proof that you have heard the concerns of the community will be revealed with the next iteration of the UDG.

North Beach Business
Association
Rose Hilson/Jordan Park

Overview

Dictating universal design guidelines to diverse neighborhoods is not desirable.

Overview

Attachment H page 1 of 12
Urban Design Guidelines

Overview

Agreed, but the intent of the UDGs, by starting with values and carefully defining terms, is to remove as much
subjectivity as possible.
Follow-up on specific ocean avenue street life design guidelines.
Interested in HDGS.
While we appreciate the intent, in response to other outreach concerns, we have reduced the overall built
environment values description in the preface and therefore unfortunately are not addressing more specific
considerations. Our Family Friendly team at the Planning Department is currently working on a draft document that
is a Design Resource Guide for Housing for Families with Children that will include many of these ideas and
comments.

The glossary is constrained to terms used multiple times in the guidelines.
Understood. The Team will be working to integrate neighborhood specific call-outs.
HDGs consider this aspect during seismic retrofits. The UDGs don't call out specific scopes of work, instead ask for
projects to demonstrate how they will comply with guidelines.

Noted.

Victorian Alliance
Japantown

When will GFRDGs be worked on? Will they apply to all residential districts rather than to where the documents
says they apply to today?
Overview
Interested in historic design guideline document
Specific N'hood Context Coordinate creation of Japantown guidelines and the UDGs so there is no redundancy

Japantown

Specific N'hood Context Coordinate creation of context statements

Japantown may craft a context statement similar to ones that exist in General Plan already

Japantown

Specific N'hood Context Group will test projects in their neighborhoods on the guidelines to see how they work and will provide feedback

UDG Team can follow-up

Miraloma Park

Specific N'hood Context Certain materials not traditionally used in Miraloma Park do not weather well in the damp marine climate (such as
glossy stained wood or perforated metal).

It is helpful to staff to have such concerns noted by community members.

Ocean Avenue

Specific N'hood Context We want to encourage small storefronts, etc

UDGs cannot regulate interior space sizes, but can ask for vertically modulated facades and active storefronts. By
using historic storefronts as a model, the guidelines can ask for that level of detail without replicating historic
architecture

Staff will create a larger framework to explain design review and the design guidelines process
Follow-up with specifics on HDGs process. Involve early on.
Japantown will wait for UDGs to come out, then will create focused guidelines
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Application Example

Application Example

NCD
50’-0” X 100’-0”
50-X
25% REAR YARD REQ.

Application Example
S2

HARMONIZE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
BUILDINGS, STREETS, AND OPEN SPACES

S5

CREATE A DEFINED AND ACTIVE
STREETWALL

SHAPE NEW PROJECTS TO
CONTRIBUTE TO MID-BLOCK OPEN
SPACE EVEN WHEN THE PATTERN
IS BROKEN

SHAPE NEW BUILDINGS TO AVOID
IMPACTING ADJACENT BUILDINGS'
ACCESS TO LIGHT AND AIR
PROVIDE MATCHING LIGHT WELLS

LOCATE FRONTAGES TO REINFORCE
THE STREETWALL

Application Example
A2

MODULATE BUILDINGS VERTICALLY
AND HORIZONTALLY

FRONT FACADE MODULATION /
REPEATED PROJECTIONS

SECONDARY HORIZONTALS /
BANDING

PRONOUNCED ENTRY

Application Example
A3

HARMONIZE BUILDING DESIGNS WITH
NEIGHBORING SCALE AND MATERIALS

A4

DESIGN BUILDINGS TO BE SEEN FROM
MULTIPLE VANTAGE POINTS

DESIGN ALL EXPOSED SIDES OF
THE BUILDING ENVELOPE

FENESTRATION PROPORTION,
SCALE, AND ARTICULATION

SOLID TO VOID RATIO

DEPTH OF WALLS

Application Example
A5
A8

SHAPE THE ROOFS OF BUILDINGS
DESIGN ACTIVE BUILDING FRONTS

SHAPED ROOF

SHAPED ROOF

CLERESTORY

HUMAN-SCALE GLAZING
WITH FRAME DETAIL
RECESSED ENTRY
TEXTURED
BULKHEAD

To support San Francisco’s neighborhoods,
Planning staff recommend the adoption of the
Urban Design Guidelines.
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